Variant relevance prediction in extremely imbalanced training sets
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Abstract The interpretation of non-coding variants still constitutes a major challenge
in the application of whole-genome sequencing. For example for Mendelian diseases only
several hundreds of pathogenic regulatory mutations are known but millions of possible
neutral sites can be derived. In this context, machine learning (ML) methods for predicting disease-associated non-coding variants are faced with a chicken and egg problem such variants cannot be easily found without ML, but ML cannot begin to perform effective until a sufficient number of instances have been found. Recent ML-based methods
for variant prediction do not adopt specific imbalance-aware learning techniques to deal
with imbalanced data that naturally arise in several genome-wide variant scoring problems, thus resulting in relatively poor performance with reduced sensitivity and precision.
Here we present a ML algorithm based on resampling techniques and a hyper-ensemble
approach, called hyper SMOTE Undersampling with Random Forests (hyperSMURF),
which is able to deal with extremely imbalanced datasets. HyperSMURF outperforms
previous methods on two different published imbalanced variant datasets: regulatory
Mendelian mutations and classification of microRNA/SNP pairs into eQTLs or noneQTLs. We show that imbalance-aware ML is a key issue for the design of robust and
accurate prediction algorithms and the provided method hyperSMURF can be effectively
applied to discover disease-associated variants out of millions of neutral sites from whole
genome sequencing.
Proposal Computational algorithms for the analysis of non-coding deleterious variants
are faced with special challenges owing to the rarity of confirmed pathogenic mutations.
In this setting, classical learning algorithms, such as support vector machines (SVM) [1]
or artificial neural networks [2] tend to generalize poorly, because they usually predict
the minority class with very low sensitivity and precision [3].
HyperSMURF is a method specifically conceived to deal with extreme imbalanced data.
To achieve high coverage of the available input data as well as high accuracy of the predictions, hyperSMURF simultaneous oversamples the minority class and undersamples
the majority class to generate balanced training sets, each one used to train a different random forest (RF) ensemble. The predictions of the trained models are finally
combined through an hyper-ensemble approach (ensemble of ensembles) to obtain an

overall consensus prediction. The burden of the computation can be reduced by using parallel computation techniques, since the learning processes of the RF ensembles
are largely independent and easily parallelizable. Moreover the diversity between the
learners and the balancing between positive and negative examples introduced by the
over and undersampling techniques avoid the bias toward the majority class and promote good generalization behavior, while the hyper-ensemble approach provides more
accurate base learners and robust predictions.
For performance validation we retrained two published datasets. The first dataset
is highly imbalanced and consists of 406 regulatory Mendelian mutations compared
to 14,755,199 non-deleterious sites [4]. The second dataset contains published cismicroRNA-eQTL data for the human GM12878 cell line together with promoter predictions, and other functional annotations from Budach et al. [5] to determine the
relationship between functional elements and microRNA regulation (4785 SNPs associated with microRNA–eQTL and 1,997,341 SNPs associated with non-microRNA–eQTL
observations).
On the eQTL data hyperSMURF was compared to the original trained logistic regression
model defined by Budach et al. [5]. For regulatory Mendelian mutations the underlying
machine learning methods of different well known non-coding scores were retrained on
the complete imbalanced Mendelian dataset. We used the SVM underlying the CADD
score [6], the modified version of the RF algorithm of GWAVA [7], and the unsupervised
approach of the Eigen and EigenPC score [8]. Figure 1 shows that in terms of the
precision/recall curve hyperSMURF achieves significantly better results than the other
retrained methods with both the Mendelian and eQTL data.
We think that this method could be helpful to discover trait and disease-associated
variants in contexts characterized by imbalanced genomic data. Moreover our work
shows that imbalance-aware machine learning is a central issue of method development
for the prediction of deleterious variants in non-coding regions.
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Figure 1: (a) Precision/recall curves of hyperSMURF compared to the retrained methods of
CADD, GWAVA, Eigen and EigenPC on the Mendelian data. Performance was measured using
a cytogenetic band-aware 10-fold cross-validation introduced by Smedley et al. [4]. Values
in brackets show the area under the precision/recall curve. (b) Precision/recall curves of
hyperSMURF compared to the logistic regression model (GLM) used in Budach et al. [5]
on the eQTL data. Performance was measured using a 50-times repeated experiment with
a random data split of 75 % for training and 25 % for testing. Values in brackets show the
average area under the precision/recall curve over all 50 curves.
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